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About the writing of the newspaper “Koha Ditore” dated: 15 of June
2015 entitled “PRB qualifies as illegal the contract of millions of the MEST
with AUK”, regarding the contract with special services no. 2/2896, between
MEST and fundation of the American University in Kosova - Prishtina, signed
dated: 20 of May 2014.
In the article dated 15 of June 2015, the journalist of the newspaper Koha
Ditore, Salie Gajtani said that PRB has sealed the dilemma of the contract which
foresaw the paying millions to train para-university teachers signed between
MEST and AUK, adding that it is an illegal contract.
In this article, journalist Gajtani, has referred to the letter of the MEST to
the PRB for clarification, but never Ms. Gajtani explained the true situation and
the official memo of the PRB to the MEST. In this memo says: quote:
“Procurement Review Body after reviewing the memo the Ministry of Education,
Science and Technology, explains that it is the competence and responsibility of
the contracting authority for any procurement activity to decide in which case
should or not apply the Public Procurement Law of the Republic of Kosova.
Further, the Procurement Review Body, explains that contracting authority is
obliged that public funds and public resources to be used in an economic way, as
well has responsibility for failure to use justly public funds and public resources.
Also, PRB informs that the PPRC, in accordance with article 87 of the LPP is
responsible and has the authority to conduct investigations of procurement
activities and contract management for the purpose of monitoring the
implementation of the LPP”, end quote.

Journalist Salie Gajtani, in her writing has cited not justly the President of
the PRB, Mr. Hoxha, who explained to the newspaper that all the information
and statements of the PRB on this matter, are found in the official memo of the
PRB dated: 08 of June 2015.
For the sake of clarification of public opinion, PRB requires from Koha Ditore, to
publish clarification regarding the article in question.

With respect.

